
Learn Communication Skills that Attract Your 
Ideal Clients and Referral Strategies to Keep 

Your Summer Spots Full



The Speakers:

Mario Ronci: Education Marketer 

Working with self employed tutoring businesses and helping them get better 
clients and more of them. 

Michael Gibben: IAC-MP (Coaching Designation) and OCT (Teaching 
Certification)

Built his own tutoring company and now coaches other tutor company owners and 
private tutors toward development of skills to gain more clients and sales.



Why does USP matter to attract clients ( 
not just referrals )?



Refresh of a USP 

Problem: 

What is the biggest pressing problem your market has? 

The bigger the problem, the better.

Outcome:  

How will they know they got to the place of success after they worked 
with you? 

WIIFM have they arrived at their destination. 

Objections: 

What stops them from buying (spoken and unspoken)? For 
example: “It’s too expensive.” “I’m a strong parent, I don’t need 
help otherwise I’d admit I’m a failure.” 

The Big 3



Concept of positioning ( why USP is important )

● Your customer has categorised you already (your x tutor part of x group of 
tutors).

● Positioning is where you stand in the customers mind, you want to avoid 
comparison. 

● Positioning matrix: Two extremes that represent a market category (a 
place where each person stands in the mind of the customer) and you plot 
yourself among the extremes to see if your differentiated.



Choice is given to the customer but your prices go down 
because the differentiating factor is price.

cheap expensive

Experienced 
Private Math Tutor 

Math Tutoring 
Center



Positioning leads to differentiation ( no comparison )

● Being different means no one can compare you to anyone in your 
marketplace , if people can find a similar offering you’re not differentiated 
enough.

● Differentiation causes a phenomenon,  called blue ocean , where you’re in a 
completely new marketplace that has no competition. 

● To be different you don't need to look far or try to pull a super PR stunt, you 
can look at your values, your product offering as how it’s relevant to a 
particular set of people the market isn’t serving etc.



Case study of ( positioning and difference )



I help (niche ) get ( outcome ) without ( pain or objections ).

cheap expensive

Extreme 2

Extreme 1



Parent-Child Learning Packages
1. Assessment of student
2. Goals and materials for families
3. Midsummer check-in
4. Reassessment of student

3 Alternative Approaches to Summer Client Growth
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Back to School Booster Programs
1. 1-on-1 or group program
2. Sessions on old and new topics
3. Back to school report for student(s)

3 Alternative Approaches to Summer Client Growth
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August Learning Hubs
1. Online learning portal for group
2. Activities/objectives for group
3. Back to school report for student(s)

3 Alternative Approaches to Summer Client Growth
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Mini-Booster Sessions
1. Special 15 minute sessions 
2. Referral reward for clients +1
3. Summary on next steps

3 Referral Strategies for Summer Growth
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Referral Reward Contests
1. Back to school contest
2. What are your contest rewards?
3. How will you track referrals?

3 Referral Strategies for Summer Growth
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Two for One Offer
1. Start with special bonus offer for clients.
2. To activate their special offer, clients share this 

offer voucher with another family.
3. Set up a timeline for this offer.

3 Referral Strategies for Summer Growth
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Thank you for attending today’s session!

Sign up today for your special bonuses:
● Summer Tutoring Client Growth Meeting (link in chat box)

○ Your needs and initial goals for summer client growth.
○ Your summer tutoring client growth strategy roadmap.

● 45 min Tutor Marketing Strategy Session (link in chat box) 
○ Find out what makes you stand out to your clients.
○ Learn what your missing in your marketing plan to fix it.
○ Discover who your ideal client is to start focusing the clients that will pay you better.



Q&A

Answering questions we got from you.


